Valve parts diagram

A gate valve can be defined as a type of valve that used a gate or wedge type disk and the disk
moves perpendicular to flow to start or stop the fluid flow in piping. A gate valve is the most
common type of valve used in any process plant. It is a linear motion valve used to start or stop
fluid flow. In service, these valves are either in a fully open or fully closed position. When the
gate valve is fully open, the disk of a gate valve is completely removed from the flow. Therefore
virtually no resistance to flow. Due to this very little pressure drops when fluid passes through a
gate valve. Gate valves should not be used for regulation or throttling of flow because accurate
control is not possible. The high velocity of the flow in the partially open valve may cause
erosion of the disc and seating surfaces and also creates vibration and noise. Here you can see
the main parts of the gate valve. The disk of a gate valve is also known as a wedge. To learn
about each of these parts read complete guide of valve parts. A valve with a solid wedge may be
installed in any position, and it is suitable for almost all fluids. It can be used in turbulent flow
also. However, it does not compensate for changes in seat alignment due to pipe loads or
thermal expansion. So, this type of disk design is most susceptible to leakage. Solid wedge is
subjected to thermal locking if used in high-temperature service. Thermal locking is a
phenomenon in which wedge is stuck between the seats due to the expansion of the metal.
Solid-wedge gate valves are generally used in moderate to lower pressure-temperature
applications. Image â€” Velan is a global leader in valve supply, check their website for more
product offerings. The flexible wedge is a one-piece solid disk with a cut around the perimeter.
These cuts vary in size, shape, and depth. A shallow, narrow cut on wedge perimeter gives less
flexibility but retains strength. A cast-in recess or deeper and wider cut on wedge perimeter
gives more flexibility but compromises the strength. This design improves seat alignment and
offers better leak tightness. It also improved performance in situations where thermal binding
possible. Flexible wedges Gate valves are used in steam systems. Thermal expansion of the
steam line sometime causes distortion of valve bodies which may lead to thermal blinding. The
flexible gate allows the gate to flex as the valve seat compresses due to thermal expansion of
the steam pipeline and prevents thermal blinding. The disadvantage of flexible gates is that line
fluid tends to collect in the disk. These may result in corrosion and ultimately weaken the disk.
Split wedge Disk consists of two solid pieces and holds together with the help of a special
mechanism. You can see the same in images. In case, one-half of the disk is out of alignment;
the disk is free to adjust itself to the seating surface. The split disk can be in a wedge shape or a
parallel disk type. Parallel disks are spring-loaded, so they are always in contact with seats and
give bi-directional sealing. The split wedge is suitable for handling noncondensing gasses and
liquids at normal and high temperatures. Freedom of movement of the disk prevents thermal
binding even though the valve may have been closed when a line is cold. This means when a
line is get heated by fluid and expand it does not create thermal blinding. This requires a gasket
to seal the joint between the body and bonnet. They are lighter in weight than their
bolted-bonnet counterparts. The higher the body cavity pressure, the greater the force on the
gasket in a pressure -seal valve. For a rising stem valve, the stem will go up while opening the
valve and move down when you close the valve. You can see in the image. In inside screw
design, the threaded portion of the stem is in contact with the flow medium, and when you open
the valve, handwheel rise with the stem. Whereas in the case of outside screw design, the only
smooth portion is exposed to the flow medium and the stem will rise above the handwheel.
There is no upward movement of the stem in a non-rising stem type. The valve disk is threaded
internally. The disc travels along the stem like a nut when the stem is rotated. You can see the
image. In this type of valve, stem threads are exposed to the flow medium. Therefore, this
design is used where space is limited to allow linear stem movement, and the flow medium does
not cause erosion, corrosion, or wear and tear to stem material. This type of valve also known
as an insider screw valve. Click here to learn about Other Types of Valve. Thank You for
subscribing to Hardhat Engineer. Your Ebook will Open in New Tab. What is Gate Valve? A
valve is an assembled product. Image â€” Velan. The body is the main pressure retaining part
and accommodate valve trim. It provides the passage for fluid flow. The body may be cast,
forged, or fabricated. Sometimes valve bodies are manufactured by a combination of cast,
forged, or fabricated parts. A variety of metals, alloys, and non-metals are used for the
manufacturing of valve body. The valve body is also known as a shell. The ends of the valve are
designed to connect the valve with pipe or equipment. Ends connections can be a butt, socket,
threaded, flanged type and sometimes it simply sandwiches between two pipe flanges that are
known as a wafer ends. A valve body has different types of passages through which fluid
passes. Design of these passages depends on the function of a valve. From the above image,
you can now easily work out the difference between the full-bore valve and reduce the bore
valve. The cover for the valve body is known as a bonnet. Like valve bodies, bonnets are also
available in many designs. Some bonnets function simply as a valve cover. For example, the

swing check valve as shown in the photo. While others support valve internals and accessories
such as the stem, disk, and actuator. In the case of the gate, globe, stop check, and diaphragm
valves, bonnet contains an opening for the valve stem to pass through. Usually, a stuffing box
is also a part of the bonnet. Some valves have a bonnetless design in which the valve body and
bonnet are combined into one. You can see the bonnetless valve photo. In a split body ball
valve, there is no bonnet at all, because a body itself is split into two sections. There are many
ways to connect bonnet with a body such as bolting, threading, and welding. The body-bonnet
joint is one of the primary sources of the leak, that is why it should be a pressure-tight. The
bonnet is cast or forged of the same material as the body. The removable and replaceable
internal parts of the valve that come in contact with the flow medium are collectively known as
valve trim. Disc, valve seat, and stem are common for all the valves. Valve Trim components will
change with types of valves. Valve specific trim includes a back seat, glands, spacers, guides,
bushings, retaining pins, and internal springs. Here in the image, you can see the gate valve
trim parts. Because of the trim parts, disk movement and flow control are possible. The first
valve trim part is a disc. The disc is the part that allows, throttles, or stops fluid flow depending
on its position. A valve disc could be cast, forged, or fabricated. The valve disk is sometimes
required hard facing to improve wear resistance. Disk needed smooth machine surface to
reduce the friction with a seat. The valve disk is a pressure-retaining part. That means disk
holds the pressure. When the valve is open, the disc does not perform pressure-retaining or
-containing functions. However, when the valve is closed, the disc performs pressure-retaining
functions. A disc rested against the stationary valve seat when the valve is in the closed
position. It can be moved away from the seat by the movement of the stem. However, in check
and safety-relief valves, the disc is moved away from the seat, by fluid flow and pressure. The
seat provides the seating surface for the disk. Here, you can see the gate valve seat in the
above image. A valve may have multiple seats. In the case of a globe valve and swing-check
valve, there is one seat. Whereas, a gate valve and ball valve has two seats; one on the
upstream side and the other on the downstream side. The valve leakage rate is directly
proportional to the effectiveness of the seal between the valve disc and seat s. Valve seats may
be integral or replaceable rings. Valves are generally provided with screwed, welded, or
integrally cast or forged seat and hardened by heat treatment or by the hard facing of Stellite
weld overlay. A fine surface finish of the seating area is necessary for proper sealing. Valve
manufacturers have developed several designs of combination valve seats involving elastomer
and metal seats that are effective in achieving the desired leak tightness, which cannot be
achieved only by metal seats. The back seat is comprised of a shoulder on the stem and a
mating surface on the underside of the bonnet. You can see in the image. It forms a seal when
the stem is in the fully open position. It prevents leakage of flow medium to the packing
chamber and consequently to the environment. The back seat enables the replacement of the
gland packing when the valve is in service. The stem connects the actuator and disk. It moves
and positions the valve disk. The valve stem transports the required motion to the disc, plug, or
ball for opening, closing, or positioning the valve. The stem connects actuator, handwheel, or
the lever of the valve at one end and the disc on the other end. In gate and globe valves, linear
motion of the disc opens or closes the valve, while in the plug, ball, and butterfly valves, the
disc rotates to open or shut the valve. Stems are typically forged from stainless steel and
connected to the disk by threaded or welded joints. Bonnet bolt or stud, hold the bonnet and
body to create presser tight seal between them. Gland eyebolt serves two functions. First, it
connects the gland flange and bonnet. Second, when you tighten the bolt, it pushes the gland
bush to retain gland packing in the stuffing box. The yoke is also called arms. It connects the
valve body or bonnet with the actuating mechanism. The yoke and bonnet are designed as a
one-piece construction in many valve designs. A yoke must be sturdy enough to withstand
forces, moments, and torque developed by the actuator. The top of the yoke holds a yoke nut.
The valve stem passes through the York. It converts the rotary motion of the actuator into the
linear motion and moves the valve stem. Yoke Bushings which is also known as stem nut is an
internally threaded nut held at the top of a yoke through which the valve stem pass. Usually, the
yoke nut and bush are made of a softer material than the stem to reduce the effort of valve
opening. Valves that require greater effort to open or close are provided with anti-freeze
yoke-sleeve bearings that minimize the friction between the hardened stem and the yoke
bushing. Gland Flange is used to provide support to the gland bush to keep the gland packing
under tension in the stuffing box. Stem packing or Gland packing or contained in the stuffing
box. Gland packings are made from graphite or PTFE as required by services. Proper
compression of gland packing is required to prevent the leak from the stem. With the help of
gland flange and sleeve, you can compress the gland packing. Gland packing is one of the
primary sources of fugitive emission in a process plant. Regular maintenance is required to

ensure the proper function of packing. Trim material such as Disk, seat, stem, back sheet, and
sleeves are grouped together and assigned one number called Trim No. This will element the
requirement of defining material grade for each component. Here in the image, you can see the
simplified chart of the trim material. Against trim number, material for a seat, disc, backseat,
and the stem is specified. This makes easier to order the valve as you just have to specified trim
no based on the requirements and need not specify the material for each of the parts. This list is
included in the resource section. Thank You for subscribing to Hardhat Engineer. Your Ebook
will Open in New Tab. In the image below you can see the main parts of a valve. A valve is a
mechanical device that controls the flow of fluid and pressure within a system or process. A
valve controls system or process fluid flow and pressure by performing any of the Following
functions. There are many valve designs and types that satisfy one or more of the functions
identified above. A multitude of valve types and designs safely accommodate a wide variety of
industrial applications. Regardless of type, all valves have the following basic parts: the body,
bonnet, trim internal elements , actuator, and packing. The basic parts of a valve are illustrated
in Figure 1. For valve control, it will be classified as either a Phenumatic, Motorized and
Hydrolics but is commonly used in our industry, it is Phenumatic Actuator Actuator or
controlled by the wind itself. For easy maintenance Actuator simple structure which will include
the Yoke, too. Part of Body Valve is included in the Bonnet valve with which this segment is
exposed to the fluid fluid directly, so choosing the required qualifications material material as
well as Fluid type, Temp, Pressure and. Positioner or position will be the key to control of the
control valve. The industry standard device that converts the signal signal standard , such as
mA, psi as wind power to propel Actuator head movements. The body, sometimes called the
shell, is the primary pressure boundary of a valve. It serves as the principal element of a valve
assembly because it is the framework that holds everything together. The body, the first
pressure boundary of a valve, resists fluid pressure loads from connecting piping. It receives
inlet and outlet piping through threaded, bolted, or welded joints. Valve bodies are cast or
forged into a variety of shapes. Although a sphere or a cylinder would theoretically be the most
economical shape to resist fluid pressure when a valve is open, there are many other
considerations. For example, many valves require a partition across the valve body to support
the seat opening, which is the throttling orifice. With the valve closed, loading on the body is
difficult to determine. The valve end connections also distort loads on a simple sphere and
more complicated shapes. Ease of manufacture, assembly, and costs are additional important
considerations. Narrowing of the fluid passage venturi effect is also a common method for
reducing the overall size and cost of a valve. In other instances, large ends are added to the
valve for connection into a larger line. The cover for the opening in the valve body is the bonnet.
In some designs, the body itself is split into two sections that bolt together. Like valve bodies,
bonnets vary in design. Some bonnets function simply as valve covers, while others support
valve internals and accessories such as the stem, disk, and actuator. The bonnet is the second
principal pressure boundary of a valve. It is cast or forged of the same material as the body and
is connected to the body by a threaded, bolted, or welded joint. In all cases, the attachment of
the bonnet to the body is considered a pressure boundary. This means that the weld joint or
bolts that connect the bonnet to the body are pressure-retaining parts. Valve bonnets, although
a necessity for most valves, represent a cause for concern. Bonnets can Complicate the
manufacture of valves, increase valve size, and represent a significant cost portion of valve
cost, and are a source for potential leakage. The trim typically includes a disk, seat, stem, and
sleeves needed to guide the stem. Because of the trim, basic motions and flow control are
possible. In rotational motion trim designs, the disk slides closely past the seat to produce a
change in flow opening. In linear motion trim designs, the disk lifts perpendicularly away from
the seat so that an annular orifice appears. For a valve having a bonnet, the disk is the third
primary principal pressure boundary. The disk provides the capability for permitting and
prohibiting fluid flow. With the disk closed, full system pressure is applied across the disk if the
outlet side is depressurized. For this reason, the disk is a pressure-retaining part. Disks are
typically forged and, in some designs, hard-surfaced to provide good wear characteristics. A
fine surface finish of the seating area of a disk is necessary for good sealing when the valve is
closed. Most valves are named, in part, according to the design of their disks. The seat or seal
rings provide the seating surface for the disk. In some designs, the body is machined to serve
as the seating surface and seal rings are not used. In other designs, forged seal rings are
threaded or welded to the body to provide the seating surface. To improve the wear-resistance
of the seal rings, the surface is often hard-faced by welding and then machining the contact
surface of the seal ring. A fine surface finish of the Seating area is necessary for good sealing
when the valve is closed. Seal rings are not usually considered pressure boundary parts
because the body has sufficient wall thickness to withstand design pressure without relying

upon the thickness of the seal rings. The stem, which connects the actuator and disk, is
responsible for positioning the disk. Stems are typically forged and connected to the disk by
threaded or welded joints. For valve designs requiring stem packing or sealing to prevent
leakage, a fine surface finish of the stem in the area of the seal is necessary. Typically, a stem is
not considered a pressure boundary part. Connection of the disk to the stem can allow some
rocking or rotation to ease the positioning of the disk on the seat. Alternately, the stem may be
flexible enough to let the disk position itself against the seat. However, constant fluttering or
rotation of a flexible or loosely connected disk can destroy the disk or its connection to the
stem. Two types of valve stems are rising stems and non-rising stems. These two types of
stems are easily distinguished by observation. For a rising stem valve, the stem will rise above
the actuator as the valve is opened. This occurs because the stem is threaded and mated with
the bushing threads of a yoke that is an integral part of, or is mounted to, the bonnet. There is
no upward stem movement from outside the valve for a non rising stem design. For the non
rising stem design, the valve disk is threaded internally and mates with the stem threads. The
actuator operates the stem and disk assembly. An actuator may be a manually operated hand
wheel, manual lever, motor operator, solenoid operator, pneumatic operator, or hydraulic ram.
In some designs, the actuator is supported by the bonnet. In other designs, a yoke mounted to
the bonnet supports the actuator. Except for certain hydraulically controlled valves, actuators
are outside of the pressure boundary. Yokes, when used, are always outside of the pressure
boundary. Most valves use some form of packing to prevent leakage from the space between
the stem and the bonnet. Packing is commonly a fibrous material such as flax or another
compound such as teflon that forms a seal between the internal parts of a valve and the outside
where the stem extends through the body. If the packing is too tight, it will impair the movement
and possibly damage the stem. Because of the diversity of the types of systems, fluids, and
environments in which valves must operate, a vast array of valve types have been developed.
Examples of the common types are the globe valve, gate valve, ball valve, plug valve, butterfly
valve, diaphragm valve, check valve, pinch valve, and safety valve. Each type of valve has been
designed to meet specific needs. Some valves are capable of throttling flow, other valve types
can only stop flow, others work well in corrosive systems, and others handle high pressure
fluids. Each valve type has certain inherent advantages and disadvantages. Although all valves
have the same basic components and function to control flow in some fashion, the method of
controlling the flow can vary dramatically. In general, there are four methods of controlling flow
through a valve. Each method of controlling flow has a characteristic that makes it the best
choice for a given application of function. Gate valves are generally used in systems where low
flow resistance for a fully open valve is desired and there is no need to throttle the flow. Globe
valves are used in systems where good throttling characteristics and low seat leakage are
desired and a relatively high head loss in an open valve is acceptable. Ball valves allow quick,
quarter turn on-off operation and have poor throttling characteristics. Plug valves are often
used to direct flow between several different ports through use of a single valve. Diaphragm
valves and pinch valves are used in systems where it is desirable for the entire operating
mechanism to be completely isolated from the fluid. Butterfly valves provide significant
advantages over other valve designs in weight,space, and cost for large valve applications.
Check valves automatically open to allow flow in one direction and seat to prevent flow in the
reverse direction. A stop check valve is a combination of a lift check valve and a globe valve
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